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ABSTRACT 
 
Multivariate statistics comprise a set of statistical methods used in situations where many variables are 
simultaneously obtained in the same sampling space. Most of these variables are highly correlated within 
database space subsets. Initially applied to human, social and biological sciences, these methods are being 
applied to many other areas such as education, geology, chemistry, physics, engineering, and many others. This 
spectra expansion was possible due to recent technological development of computation hardware and software 
that allows high and complex databases to be treated iteratively enabling further analysis. 
Following this trend, the neural networks called Self-Organizing Maps are turning into a powerful tool on 
visualization of implicit and unknown correlations in big sized database sets. Originally created by Kohonen in 
1981, it was applied to speech recognition tasks. The SOM is being used as a comparative parameter to evaluate 
the performance of new multidimensional analysis methodologies. Most of methods require good variable input 
selection criteria and SOM has contributed to clustering, classification and prediction of multidimensional 
engineering process variables. 
This work proposes a method of applying SOM to a set of 58 IEA-R1 operational variables at Ipen research 
reactor which are monitored by a Data Acquisition System (DAS). This data set includes variables as 
temperature, flow mass rate, coolant level, nuclear radiation, nuclear power and control bars position. DAS 
enables the creation and storage of historical data which are used to contribute to Failure Detection and 
Monitoring System development. 
Results show good agreement with previous studies using other methods as GMDH and other predictive 
methods. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Information treatment has been recognized as an important issue in many different research 
areas. New developing methods are being used as multidisciplinary tools in order to obtain 
reliable conclusions and results that would be impossible otherwise. The useful information 
that can be apprehended from a data collection is not usually perceived at first sight.  
 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) approach has been enabling the upraise of data manipulation and 
visualization techniques in order to extract information and knowledge about complex 
collection of data allowing “intelligent” patterns recognition inside complex data. Among 
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other features, AI techniques allows one to repeat stressful small adjustments in 
multidimensional parameters following heuristic recognition goals which include implicitly 
previous knowledge about what patterns are important to seek. 
 
Self Organizing Maps (SOM) is one of the most used techniques of data mining on 
multidimensional data and has been increasingly used on nuclear data. Originally created by 
Teuvo Kohonen in 1981 [1] it consists of a interconnected bidimensional array of neurons 
which allows reorganization of prototypes that after training should represent a proportional 
mapping of  variable distribution over state space. The SOM allows a quick visualization of 
parameters correlation and population distribution. Euclidean distance is the usual distance 
measure used to evaluate similarity between prototype vectors and actual data vectors. Each 
prototype is created and is represented in the map with neighbors with similar vector 
properties. 
 
Nuclear multidimensional data has been studied through different methods including fuzzy 
systems [8], genetic algorithm [9, 11], neural networks [10, 11] and combinations of those.  
 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 
A SOM was applied to SAD data in order to enable visualization of reorganized prototypes 
associated with possible correlation among different monitored sensors. A data collection of 
variables sampled in two operational IEA-R1 weeks were used as input to the neural network. 
The maps size and parameters were chosen using the default values obtained through 
methodology recommended by Kohonen [2], based on self-correlation values and principal 
component distributions. 
 

2.1. IEA-R1 Reactor 

 
IEAR1 reactor is a research pool type reactor, cooled with light water and moderated using 
Beryllium as reflector. Since 1957 it has been operated on 2MW power level and has been 
upgraded to operate up to 4MW since 1997. New cooling, electric, fire protection, 
ventilation, and radiation monitoring systems were modified in this improving changes 
occurred in this last upgrade. A new cooling system using passive spray was installed.  
 
The main reactor operation objectives include radioisotopes production, neutron source for 
scientific experiments, personal training, radiochemical analysis, and others.  
 
Reactor core is built inside a 6.89 m water surface pool and is mounted over a matrix plate 
with eighty holes in which fuel can be distributed in different experimental arrangement 
setups. 
 
There are eight radial beam-holes with 6 and 8 inch of diameter which are used to neutron 
experiments. The pool volume is 272 m3, divided into two compartments, one for used fuel 
stocking and radioactive material manipulation, and the other is for operational use. 
 
The core cooling circuits were built with redundancy, and one of these is enough to remove 
nominal operational power of 5MW. These circuits can be changed and aligned with their 
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different components. Each of these cooling circuits have a primary pump, a secondary 
pump, a heat exchanger, a secondary cooling tower, automatic closing valves on the primary 
installed at the primary outlet and return for loss of coolant case. Another system allows core 
cooling whether it stays exposed. 
 
The fuel element is MTR (Material Testing Reactor) type with 18 plane plates containing 
20% enriched Uranium. Reactivity control is done by three safety bar and one control bar.  
 
Two non-equalized ionization chambers and other equalized are part of nuclear 
instrumentation which sends signals to control panel inside control room. Control instruments 
to support operation are installed inside control room: 
 

• Area radiation, ducts and air contamination monitors; 
• Radiation Alarm System; 
• Primary and secondary pumps, cooling towers fans command; 
• Air-conditioning Ventilation and exhaustion commands; 
• Fire alarm; 
• Emergency Cooling System command; 
• Primary circuit isolation valves command; 
• Emergency illumination; 
• Pool water and reposition water conductivity indication; 
• Inertial wheel vibration analysis system; 
• External and internal communication. 

 
Electrical energy delivery is done by local electric network company. If an event of loss of 
electric energy occurs, four generators are able to supply electric energy to vital and essential 
systems to keep reactor operating. 
 
The main reactor systems send signals to the control panel, where the Inter-Lock Safety 
System resides by an electric relay chain set. This circuit is directly linked with the Automatic 
Reactor Shutdown System (SCRAM) in order to, when some abnormality may occur, open 
the relay contact and interrupt the magnet current which holds control and safety rods up. 
This would promote these rods to fall by gravity force shutting down the reactor.  
 
Figure 1 presents a flux diagram of IEA-R1 functioning which has already been theoretically 
modeled for simulation tests and other studies in previous work [5]. 
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Figure 1.  IEA-R1 process flux diagram. 

 
 
Based on reactor models and sensor experimental data, many studies have been done by 
IPEN personnel in order to obtain more reliable system monitoring, enabling the 
development of possible new methods and improving the already implemented.  
 
 

2.1.1. Data Acquisition System (DAS) 

 
The Data Acquisition System (DAS) [4] is responsible by monitoring 58 operational 
variables, including temperature, flux, level, pressure, radiation, nuclear power and rod 
positioning. SAD allows recording and organizing the temporal history of all process 
variables that have sensors connected to the system. Table 1 presents a short description of 
these monitored variables.  
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Table 1.  SAD monitored variables 
 

Z1-Z4 Safety and Control Rods (1 to 4) positions [0 a 1000 mm] 

N1 Period [sec] 

N2-N4 Power  % (safety channels 1 to 3) [%] 

N5 Logarithmic Channel Power  [%] 

N6 Linear channel power [%] 

N7 % power (automatic mode) [%] 

N8 N16 channel power [%] 

F1M3 Primary flow mass rate [gpm] 

F2M3 Exchanger A secondary flow mass rate [gpm] 

F3M3 Exchanger B secondary flow mass rate [gpm] 

F23 Emergency Water flow mass rate [gpm] 

DP Core Delta P [V] 

C1 Pos-treatment pool water conductivity [μmho] 

C2 Pre-retreatment pool water conductivity [μmho] 
L1 Pool level [%] 
R(1 to 14)M3 Dose rates on many (fourteen) plant locations [mR/h and cps]
T1 to T24 Temperature on many (twenty four) plant locations [º C] 

 
 
2.2. Self-Organizing Maps  (SOM) 
 
The Self-Organizing Maps (SOM), initially inspired on human cerebral cortex, activate their 
neurons proportionally to the increasing distance from initial activation [1]. 
 
SOM is a neural network that produces high-dimensional visual maps which preserve 
topology distribution over input and output data space. These algorithms can be used to 
analyze and explore multidimensional structures and patterns. It has been considered a non-
supervised neural network as it does not need to have an target vector to be trained. Most of 
its application is clustering data problems [2] like feature extraction, image and acoustic 
patterns classification, robots adaptive control, equalization, and others. 
 
Basic functioning is supported by competitive learning, where neurons compete among 
themselves in order to better adapt to established goal, such as representing data distribution 
over input space. The winner-takes-it-all strategy was broadened to include a neighborhood 
influence during training phase. 
 
SOM neurons are distributed and ordered in lattice bi-dimensional graphics preserving 
proximity between similar prototype vectors. Each neuron has its prototype vector that was 
trained to best represent corresponding variables on input data. This topographic map 
localizations are indications of implicit statistical characteristics contained on input data 
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patterns. They can be also considered as a non-linear generalization of principal component 
analysis heuristic [3]. 
 
The basic algorithm is constituted of three main stages: competitive, cooperative and 
adaptive. In first one, the Best Matching Unit (BMU) is searched by net training. The criteria 
used to choose the best correspondence between input vector and neural network weight 
vector (neuron prototype) is the shorter distance (usually Euclidean), and is represented by: 
 

jwxxi  minarg)(  for j = 1,2,…,n                                   (1) 

 
where i(x) is the general criteria for correspondence, x is the input vector, and wj the weight 
vector. 
 
Among the different distance types the most used is the Euclidean distance which can be 
stated as: 
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where xn are input coordinates and yn are prototype-weight vectors. Other metrics are used to 
measure distance as Minkowski, Manhattan and others [2]. 
 
During the second training stage, Cooperative phase, the BMU neighborhood weight vectors 
are trained using pre-determined parameters as learning rate dependent upon distance, 
optimizing net neurons distance. And finally, after convergence criteria are satisfied, the 
resulting map can be evaluated through quality parameters, as quantization error and 
topographic error. Quantization error averages the distance between each data vector and its 
BMU. Topographic error measures the topology preservation by measuring map resolution by 
making a proportion of all data vectors for which first and second BMUs are not adjacent 
units on final map.  
 
2.3. SAD data SOM Mapping 
 
Described data was used as input to a SOM using Som Toolbox [6] in Matlab [7] . The input 
matrix was composed of 8493 data samples which were acquired twice per minute during 
almost three continuous reactor operational days.  
 
The optimized map size was 14 x 3 hexagonal lattice, using a linear initialization, and a batch 
training algorithm both on the rough and fine-tuning training phases. A Gaussian neighboring 
function was used to converge the neural network training. Data was labeled according to 
Table 1 described variables, using MA1 to MA9 to the nine area monitors, and MD1 to MD6 
to duct monitor sensor variables. 
 

 
3. RESULTS  

 
The initial results obtained are showed on Figures 2 and 3 on distance maps over the main U-
matrix. Figure 2 shows labels chosen as the best variable to represent each region of the map. 
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Figure 2. Self-Organizing Map distance matrix 
with "best-voted" variables over 14x3 unity 
matrix distances (27x5 Euclidean distance 
measures). 

 
 
 
The following map (Figure 3) shows the same previous colored cells distance matrix labeled 
with all input variables, showing clusters of different concentration of variables. 
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Figure 3.  Self-Organizing Map distance matrix 
with "frequency" variables over 14x3 unity matrix 
showing BMU's for all 58 variables. 
 
 

The maps were obtained by batch training with an quantization error of 1.005, and a 
topographic error of 0.0156. All data was normalized at neural network input. 
 
These maps show clearly seven clusters as an optimal cluster numbers using Davies-Bouldin 
index [12], being the main one located at the upper right section of the map composed of 
Area Monitoring variables, Pool Water Conductivity, Power variables, and (F4 Emergency 
Flow Mass Rate), T4 (Core Output Temperature), T15 (Cooling Tower A temperature input), 
and T8 (heat exchanger inlet temperature), and (t20-t7). The behavior of these temperature 
sensors and the others at this same cluster suggests the stronger correlation of variables 
directly related to the core operation. 
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The other six clusters show strong correlations among variables of the same kind, as 
temperature sensors forming one cluster, N2 to N7 forming another, Control Rods 
positioning, and others. Another interesting cluster appears on the opposite side of map 
(lower left section) with a proximity between MD2 and F1 (Pool Exhaustion Duct Monitor 
and Primary Loop Flow Mass Rate) which can be further studied using small data subsets. 
 
 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS  
 
This works shows that SOM’s can be used as a strong tool to study correlations of 
multidimensional nuclear data. Visualization resources and data driven models can be tested 
and compared with clustering obtained. This technique can be used as an initial part of a 
study methodology on nuclear power plant behavior over longer monitoring periods. 
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